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Helping You Help Children Communicate

Language-building Tips for Parents of Young
Children Who Communicate Without Words
These tips are for parents of children who communicate using a combination of sounds, gestures (e.g. pointing, shaking head
for "no", waving "bye") and eye gaze (looking at you and then at what he is "talking" about). These children are sending clear
messages, just not with words. Have fun building your child's language skills the Hanen way!

Put the child's message into
When your child sends you a message (e.g., by reaching, pointing, looking, making a sound, etc), put into words
what you think he is trying to tell you. Keep it short, however, using a short sentence to capture his message. For
example, if your child kicks his legs wanting you to push the swing for him, say "You want Daddy to push!" or "OK,
I'm gonna push you".

Stop talking and wait - to gWe your child a chance to communicate
Just get close to her, look interested and wait for her to send you a message. For example, if a baby is crying and
your child is watching the baby intently, don't say anything. WAIT for her to communicate with you. Once she
looks at you, points at the baby and makes a sound, for example, then you can respond to what you think she is
"saying" - i.e., "Yes, the baby is crying". Waiting quietly, but looking interested, gives your child a chance to start
a conversation - and starting conversations is a very important part of becoming a good conversationalist.

Pause during a familiar routine to tell your child It's his turn
When you and your child are doing something that can be repeated over and over - like "Tickles" or swinging
on a swing - pause during the activity from time to time. For example, after you have tickled your child, stop the
game and WAIT for him to let you know that he wants more tickles (and don't say anything - just look expectant!).
Or, after pushing the swing a few times, stop pushing, and wait (without saying anything) to see if he will "tell" you
to push the swing again. This will encourage your child to "tell" you to continue, allowing him to experience the
power of communication.

Use "fun" words
When playing with your child, use "fun words" and "fun sounds", like "whee!", "boom!", "yucky!", "pop!",
"oink oink". These words and sounds will catch your child's attention because they are usually said with a lot of
intonation. In addition, these fun words and sounds can be repeated several times during an activity, giving your
child lots of opportunities to hear them. Words like "whee!" and "crash!" can be incorporated into play with cars
and trucks. "Pop!" and "uh oh!" can be used during play with bubbles. "Splash!" is a great word to use during
bath time. "Bang!" and "Boom!" are great words to use while banging on a toy drum. "Yummy!", "mmmmm!",
and "yucky" are naturally occurring fun words during meal times.

The possibilities are endless! These "fun" words and sounds are often the first "words" children imitate and, in time, say themselves.
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